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Director's Message

To all those celebrating
July Birthdays!
Miss Rhonda - 7th
Miss Kathy - 9th
Miss Grace A. - 9th
Braedan H. - 10th
Brynley B. - 11th
Jackson P. - 12th
Miss Elyse - 19th

Ramiro A. - 22nd
Elijah M. - 22nd
Brielle B. - 23rd
Amber A. - 25th
Bradley K. - 25th
Evelyn F. - 29th
Alice M. - 31st
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If you read my Director’s
Message in the June
newsletter, you know that I
spoke about being humbled
over the past 20 years. The
20th Anniversary party
confirmed that — humbling!
The day was absolutely
perfect in all ways — the
people, the weather, the
children! I felt absolutely
happy and blessed all
afternoon! The amount of
people that stopped by to
congratulate us was amazing!
The best was the “children”
that returned to tell us about
their accomplishments in
school and life!
I’ve been trying to put my
thoughts together on how I
can accurately share my
thanks with everyone, but I
keep coming up short. I just
don’t think there are words to
explain how much I
appreciate all the well wishes!
Whether you attended the
event, commented on a
Facebook post or reached out
to me personally, I thank you
and appreciate you.
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To the Village of
Manhattan and Chamber for
making June 3, 2022, Kid
Country Childcare day. To
my team that showered me
with flowers every day of
the week. To the employees
that gifted me with a “circle
of gratitude” necklace. To
the family, friends and
employees that purchased a
commemorative block at the
Morton Arboretum. To the
families and businesses that
sent us treats during the
week. Your overwhelming
support is humbling. No
other way to describe it!
Lastly, Kid Country would
not be where it is today if it
weren’t for the unwavering
support given to me by our
Kid Country team, my
parents, my children and my
husband. Please know that I
appreciate each of you!
Thank you for being a part
of Kid Country’s first 20
extraordinary years!
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Purple Parrots

Yellow Ducks

The month of June brought a variety
of fun summer activities to the
Yellow Ducks classroom as we
welcomed the warm weather and
sunshine. The introduction of
summer topics such as frogs, outerspace, and the beach helped to
familiarize the Ducks with animals
and objects they may encounter this
summer.
The Ducks engaged in several art
projects this month including
footprint frogs, handprint rockets,
and straw fireworks. These activities
allowed the Ducks to practice their
fine motor skills by grasping stamps
made from straws, and carefully
pressing their hands and feet onto
paper after dipping them in paint.
These colorful crafts also helped to
decorate our classroom and bulletin
board in the hallway! Additionally,
the Ducks participated in activities
meant to engage their senses. The
Duck teachers put together several
themed sensory bins and bottles for
the Ducks to explore each week. One
of these sensory experiences
consisted of a bag of colored rice,
foam lily pads of various sizes, and
several plastic frog toys.
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The Ducks had a great time using their
sense of touch to explore the various
textures of the materials provided. The
teachers also used this opportunity to
engage in pretend play with the Ducks
by making the frogs hop from lily pad
to lily pad and cry, “Rrribbit!”
Overall, this month was focused on
familiarizing the Ducks with new
concepts so that they can recognize
objects and animals that they
encounter in everyday life. Focusing
on a theme allows the teachers to
introduce and repeat words and
concepts to the Ducks through a
variety of fun activities. Not only does
this increase the Ducks’ understanding
of the world around them, but it also
furthers the Ducks’ language and
social development. We are so grateful
for the learning experiences we had in
June and are looking forward to what
the month of July will bring!

Miss Amy, Miss Gina
& Miss Hailee
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The Purple Parrots kicked off
the summer by diving into the
ocean this month! They were so
excited to transform their room
into an ocean! Many, ocean
animals such as turtles, dolphins,
sharks, octopus, starfish, fish, and
more were talked about and
displayed this month!
Since we were learning about the
ocean, new animals were
introduced to the Purple Parrots
during circle time. The Purple
Parrots love circle time! Circle
time is essential as it introduces
them to new stories, gives the
toddlers an appreciation for
books, helps them start counting,
and expands on their attention
span! During our circle time a
variety of ocean/sea books were
read to give better knowledge on
where the ocean animals live and
what they look like. We also
added a new sign language
during this time, “Shark.” Using
sign language in the toddler room
helps our children better
communicate with their peers
and teachers.
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Purple Parrots continued...

Furthermore, the Purple Parrots
have been enjoying fun summer
activities this month! These fun
activities included decorating
cookies, foam sensory play
(inside), bubble week, and water
days! These types of activities get
the Purple Parrots more social
interaction with other classrooms.
During water days and bubble
week the Purple Parrots built on
their communication skills. The
Purple Parrots were able to
communicate with both the
Yellow Ducks and Red Robins
classrooms. Communication is
important at the toddler age as is
helps build on their confidence,
vocabulary, and two-way
communication. Water days also
help build the toddlers sensory
skills. We cannot wait to enjoy
some more fun water days next
month!
Summer is flying by! We have one
more month of summer fun to
enjoy! The Purple Parrots will be
enjoying the summer with a lot of
outside activities! We cannot wait
to see what next month will have
in store for us!
Ms. Kathy, Ms. Emily S, & Ms. Elyse
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Red Robins
The Robins have been busy as
bees this month as we
introduced our gardening unit.
The Robins learned that plants
need sunlight, soil, and water
to grow. The children explored
many activities this month
that engaged their interest of
gardening such as planting
their own lima beans, helping
plant veggies and fruit in the
garden, and creating their own
gardens through various art
opportunities.
The Robins enjoyed hands-on
sensory experiences as well.
Sensory bins provide children
with the opportunity to
explore and learn through
hands-on tactile play that
engages their senses. Sensory
bins stimulate the brain,
improve social skills, and
enhances coordination. One
sensory experience the
children engaged in was
building their own garden. The
children were encouraged to
dig in dirt, scoop dirt into small
buckets and even plant
flowers. The sensory bin also
provides the children an
opportunity to strengthen
their social skills as they learn
to wait their turns and share
with their peers.
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Another activity the Robins
enjoyed was the colorful flower
experiment. The children were
encouraged to pick a dye color of
their choice and then watched with
curiosity as the white flower began
to change colors! The Robins were
so excited to see a rainbow of
flowers in the classroom as we
identified and discussed each color.
The Robins built upon our study of
gardens and gardening and
connected to their environments
as we discussed insects. We
learned that caterpillars become
butterflies as we read the class
favorite The Very Hungry
Caterpillar. The Robins engaged in
a variety of activities that built
upon their curiosity such as nature
walks outside to look for bugs and
strengthened gross motor skills as
they flew like a butterfly, hopped
like a grasshopper, and buzzed like
a bee. The Robins enjoyed learning
about each insect and looked
forward to finding each one while
outside on the large playground
and in the garden equipped with
magnifying glasses.
The Robins have enjoyed the
wonderful summer activities here
at Kid Country from foam days to
decorating cookies! We are looking
forward to what next month
brings.
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Ms. Kelly,
Ms. Grace A. &
Ms. McKenzie
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Green Frogs
Summer fun has started in the
Green Frog Room! With the
warm weather finally here, the
Green Frogs felt it was only right
to make our new study Nature!
During our circle times, we
discussed the three things all
plants need to grow, which are
the soil, the sun, and the rain.
The Green Frogs recalled how we
helped plant outside and
brought that knowledge to the
inside classroom garden. The
Green Frogs then worked
together to sponge paint a big
sun and raindrops, to give our
inside plants their nutrients and
a chance to bloom. After
discussing the different parts of
a flower, like the stem, leaves,
and petals, the Green Frogs
continually increased their fine
motor skills to cut stems, use
pincher grips to glue petals on
for their beautiful flowers. We
then planted our flowers into the
soil of our inside garden.
We have learned that some bugs
are helpful bugs. Although
sometimes scary, we learned
that bees are essential to the
cycle of nature. We’ve created
bees to travel from flower to
flower to help pollinate and
expand our flower garden.

Orange Owls

The Green Frogs also learned how
important it is not to disturb worms
in the soil because worms are the ones
that weave through the soil to aerate
and help the roots expand. Lastly, we
talked about the plant’s protector bug,
the Ladybug! While flying around, the
ladybug removes any bugs harmful to
our plants.
On the opposite side of our agenda,
summer has also kicked off our
Summer Fieldtrips. The Green Frogs
were so excited for the big yellow bus
ride as we traveled to Kids Works
Children Museum for some hands-on
fun. We explored their garden and
compared how their garden was
different from ours. The Green Frogs
were able to become firefighters as we
participated in their fire station
simulation, dressing up as firefighters
and putting out fires. A good time was
had as the Green Frogs explored all
exhibits in the museum. On our next
field trip, the Green Frogs went to the
movie theater to watch Light Year!
The Frogs were in awe as they
watched the film on the big screen!

Ms. Fran, Ms. Valeria
and Ms. Emily K.

TThe month of June flew by! As we
wrapped up our study of bugs, we
started our summer adventures,
too! We closed out insects by
diving into their habitats
discussing the similarities and
differences of how they live,
where they live, and, tying in our
last study, how the different
weather patterns affect them and
their wellbeing.
We kicked off summer with some
extreme heat. That didn’t dampen
our spirits though! We brought
our water play inside with water
table fishing and finally were able
to have our first water day! Our
new sprayers and sprinklers were
an absolute blast and such a happy
relief from the heat! We will
continue to have water days
throughout the summer, adding
new and refreshing activities each
time!
Our first out of building adventure
was a blast! We were able to trek
to the Children’s Museum and
immerse ourselves in hours of
hands-on fun! The Fire Station and
light room were huge hits, and we
incorporated our entire bodies
into our play!
We look forward to our next study
of camping as we “camp” across
the U.S!

Ms. Bailey, Ms. Victoria, Ms.
Grace D., & Ms. Sarah
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Blue Dolphins
Well, the month of June is coming to an end and the Blue
Dolphins have been to “Space” and back! Since we spent a lot of
time indoors due to the weather these past few weeks, we were
able to dig into this study. We started with the Sun, the center of
our universe. It was quite intriguing to the kids that the sun is
made up of mostly gasses and that there isn’t a surface that could
be landed on if possible. Talking about the sun led us to
conversations of stars. Which then led us to talk about
constellations. Soon there was marshmallow and pretzel
constellations everywhere, and you could hear kids talking about
their horoscopes which had us laughing out loud.
We were very fortunate to be graced by the return of lots of
alumni at our 20th Anniversary celebration. Kids that came
through Kid Country long ago that are now venturing off to High
School and College. It was amazing to see how they have grown
into wonderful young adults and how well they have done
through the years. We would love to see all of the children that
have been through Kid Country because they all have touched
our hearts in one way or another.

Ms. Rhonda, Ms. Wendy
& Ms. Donna K
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July
Happenings
KID COUNTRY CHILDCARE

4th - Independence Day - KC Closed

18th - Face Paint @ KC

5th - Obstacle Course @ KC

19th - Tye-Dye Day @ KC (YD & PP)

6th - Yoga w/ Miss Victoria @ KC

20th - Cooking w/ McKenzie @ KC

7th - Splash Pad/Central Park
(OO & GF)
7th - Round Barn (BD)

20th - Tye-Dye Day @ KC (OO & BD)

8th - Dance Party @ KC
11 - 15th - Stuffed w/ Love @ KC

21st - Tye-Dye Day @ KC (RR & GF)
22nd - Haunted Trails, Joliet (BD)
25 - 29th - Shark Week @ KC

12th - Creamery Bike Ride (BD)

25th - Drive In Movie @ KC (BD)

12th - Bike Day @ KC (RR)

26th- Storytime w/ Miss Fran @ KC

13th - Bike Day @ KC (OO)

27th - Round Barn Farm (GF & OO)

14th - Bike Day @ KC (GF)

27th - Splash Pad/Central Park (BD)

15th - Goats w/ Niamh @ KC

28th - Ball Factory, Naperville (GF & OO)
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